LET’S MAKE A SONG — SONG TEMPLATE

VERSE 1
What a great day to go to the park, [________(dog #1’s name)] agrees because (s)he just barked!
Pack up the [________(object)], water and bowl. A day in the park with our friends, here we go!
Once we arrived [________(dog #1’s name)] started to run, he/she saw his/her friend [________(dog #2’s name)] and joined in the fun!

VERSE 2
Here comes our friend, Jack, with his [________ (color)] backpack. And a Frisbee to fly, we will [________(verb)], jump and dive!
Jack throw it [________(adverb)], Jack throw it strong, when we choose to be kind we can all get along.
It’s such fun when we play, I feel [________(emotion)] today! It’s such fun when we play, what more can I say?

VERSE 3
We don’t want the [________ (noun)] at the park to end, we played the whole day with our dogs and our friends!
They’re [________(rockstar compliment)] and they’re cool, and they work hard in school. Having great friends like these makes it [________(emotion)] to leave.
We’ll remember the games, the laughter and play, until we see them at school for another great day.

CHORUS
A day in the park, with our dogs – bark, bark, bark!
We’ll [________(verb)], [________(verb)] and play, being rockstars all day!
We are [_________(rockstar compliment)], we are smart, we have really big hearts!
A day in the park, with our dogs – bark, bark, bark!

BRIDGE
Let’s go to the park, with our dogs – Bark! Bark! Bark! There’s a Frisbee to fly, up, up, up in the sky!
[________(dog’s name)] rolls in grass, [________(dog’s name)] digs in the dirt, [________(Exclamation)]! Watch out- not on my shirt!
Let’s go to the park, with our dogs – Bark! Bark! Bark! There’s a Frisbee to fly, up, up, up in the sky!